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Abstract
Our aim in this paper is twofold: to provide a state-of-the-art
description of corpora of Modern Greek and, on the basis of
this, to argue for the development of a spoken corpus of
Modern Greek. To this end, we discuss the main attempts at
electronic text collection in the context of empirical research
in Greek linguistics, present a survey of existing corpora we
have conducted, and provide an assessment and an identification of current needs at the beginning of the nineties. ln
the second part, we put forward a linguistic and pedagogical
rationale for a corpus of Modern Greek spoken texts and
delineate the basic features of its design.

1. Introduction
The need and usefulness of Corpus linguistic research
on Modern Greek can be argued on a number of
grounds. First, because of the distinctively long history
of Greek, there is the potential for systematic historical
work linked with the existing well-established projects
on Classical Greek, such as the Thesaurus Linguae
Grecae (University of California at lrvine) and the
Perseus Project (Harvard University). (A computer
search at the Georgetown Center for Text and Technology database of projects requested by us in I992has
indicated 10 major corpora which store Classical and
New Testament Greek texts).
From a synchronic point of view, the fact that a large
number of the twelve to thirteen million Greek speakers
live in various countries of the 'diaspora' can be both an
advantage and a disadvantage in the development of
Modern Greek corpora: at present, there is little communication and dissemination of information between
researchers around the world, but as our survey has
shown, projects have been undertaken in places as far
apart as Australia and Sweden. At the same time, the
status of Greek as a European Community language
has increased the opportunities for research and the
demand for teaching Greek as a Foreign Language.
The significant structural differences between Greek
and Germanic and Romance languageshave also played
a crucial role in the progress of research. The use of a
different alphabet has made necessarythe development
of special software (and hardware), while the elaborate
systemsof noun declensionand verb conjugation present
a constant challenge to parsing and tagging.
Finally, Greek is interesting from a sociolinguistic
point of view due to the (related although independent)
issues of diglossia and the predominance of orality in
Greek society. The use of corpora may prove to be
undoubtedly crucial not only in providing us with the
'facts' of the language but
also by recasting the issues
on a more fruitful basis.
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2. Empirical Researchand Corpora in Modern
Greek Linguistics
In view of this, the relative absenceof any systematic
use of corpora in linguistic researchwould seem surprising.However, it canbe explainedif we considerthe
fact that there has hardly been a tradition of empirical
linguistic researchon Modern Greek similar to that
fbund in other countries (see Francis, 1992; Stubbs,
1993).In the pre-electronicage, traditionalgrammars
have tended to use a variety of sourceswithout any
reasonedcriteria (e.g. Mirambel, 1978[1959]quotes
examples from literature, newspapers, magazines,
essaysand translated works, from 1824 to 1957 and
Seiler, 1952refers additionally to dialectal works and
dictionaries).The emphasiswas predominantly on
literary works and especiallyfolk songswith the concomitant undervaluingof everydayspeechmaterial.
Tzartzanos'sSyntax (1946-63) is illustrative of this
tendency: in the preface he states that he 'first and
foremost' consultedfolk songsand literary works (101L: rcr 61porr,rcci
rpcrlori8r,cr
rard tp<itrov rcaurcupic,rs
utr6$uu- ueoel\1uurcof)to1ote1urlpcrta . . . [first and
foremost, folk songs, then Modern Greek literary
words])and only mentions'everyday
speech'atthe end
(11: T6Ios e)tciBopeu
rpo oQ0crlpr6vansr6vrofi.rovrov
rcctOlp6pcru )t6^you6tr<os otri,tos r<uueitauers rct
rcupr,6tepct
aoturci r6urpa qs E\)tcl8os [Finally, we
consideredeverydayspeechitself as this is current in
the main urban centresof Greece]).
Modern grammarsare basedon a more systematic
collection of data [although Joseph and Warburton
(1987) employ mainly data from other accountsof
aspectsof Greek grammaror constructeddata]. Mackridge criticizes the shortcomingsof traditional grammars and reversesthe emphasison literature at the
expenseof other sources(1985;p. vii). Other linguistic
researchhasusedcorporaonly to a limited extent. As
an exception,one may note Laskaratou(1989)(whose
data are drawn randomlyfrom newspapers,datingback
into the early eighties)and Rydi (1988)(a corpusconsistingof 1,200,000words
from twenty-twonewspapers).
Spoken data figure prominently in the work of Hedin
(1987) (who also included material excerpted from
newspapers,
literaryworks,periodicals
etc.-the spoken
languagedata come from ten hours of tape recordings
from radio and television broadcasts) and MakriTsilipakou (1983) (who also uses radio and TV as
sourcesalong with private conversations,dating from
L982-3). All in all, corpora, if they are used at all in
linguisticresearch,are not fully exploited.
Biber and Finegan(1991, p.203) point out that there
is an irony surroundingthe prevalenceof introspection
over corpus-basedanalysis, since modern linguistic
theorizingreceivedits modern impetus from historical
linguisticswhich was rooted in the analysisof corpus@ Oxford University Press 1994

based data. In Greek linguistics,this irony is all the
greater, given the longer predominanceof historical
linguisticsas well as the long tradition of dialectology
and collectionof folk texts. It is especiallyparadoxical,
therefore, that argumentson linguistic issuesare still
based on an extremely small amount of data; thus
Kavoukopoulos (1989) makes statisticalobservations
basedon a corpusconsistingof half-an-hourof spoken
data and one newspaper article and Holton (1990)
arguesabout diglossiaon the basisof two newspaper
articles,thirty pagesof an essayand twenty-four pages
from a novel. Philippaki-Warburtonaptly summarizes
the problem when she points out the need for 'up to
date descriptionsunder the guidanceof the linguist'
(1990,p. 64) and the need for 'objective linguisticand
sociolinguisticappraisalof MG' (1990,p. 65).
3. The Development of Elestronic Gorpora
In 1986,Tsitsopoulosreferred to a 'double vacuum' in
the computationalresearchin Modern Greek language,
constitutedby 'the lack of a substantialbody of theoretical work on the Greek languageinspiredby contemporary linguistic paradigms,and the total absenceof
ongoing programmes,academicor otherwise, in any
branch of computational linguistics,however vaguely
this field is defined' (1986,p. 1a9).This observation,
althoughfairly accuratein generalterms,is probablyan
overstatement,given that at that time the first two
major concordances on Greek texts had already
appeared,namely Kazaziset al.'s concordanceto the
Opera Omnia of Makriyannis (first publishedin 1983,
seeKyriazidisand Kazazis,1992)and Philippides'work
on Erotokritos and The Sacrificeof Abraham (Philippides,1986,1988).
These early attempts at a computationalanalysisof
Modern Greek texts dealt successfully
with the linguistic and technicalproblemsposedby Greek. However,
their scope was limited: they each analysedliterary
landmarks of a single author from earlier stagesof
Modern Greek (seventeenth
and nineteenthcenturies).
They were designedfor purposesof literary analysis
and have a linguistic relevanceonly from a diachronic
point of view.
In short, it would seemthat in electroniccorpora, as
in their non-electronicpredecessors,
literary texts have
tended to be favoured, perhapsbecauseliterary style
hasbeen held to be the prestigevariety and a model for
all to copy (see inter alia Mackridge, L985,p. 338ff).
In the last two decades,there has not been much
generalawarenessof work on Modern Greek electronic
corpora.Philippides(1981)wasnot awareof anyliterary
projects in Modern Greek carried out with 'extensive
mechanicalassistance',and appealedfor information.
Burke (1992)found himself starting from scratch,and
the MGSA Bulletin (1993)appealsfor a listing of projects to be compiled as there is a growing number of
reports, but information is still piecemeal.

tionnaire to obtain information on the specifications
(nature and size of corpus, hardware and software,
processingtools and intendedusersand applications)of
any projects there might be. The questionnairewas
basedon the exampleof the NERC TextualData Survey,
the GeorgetownUniversity Center for Text and Technology project, as well as Taylor et al. (1991) (see
Appendix L).
The responseover a period of six months was quite
encouraging-although we cannot guaranteethat our
findingsare necessarilycomprehensive.Theseare summarizedin Table 1 below (seeAppendix 2 for explanation of abbreviationsand more detail).
We have gathereddetailed information about fourteen projects-for one (MLDA) we havenot managed
to find out many details-which canbe arrangedin four
major categories:
(i) Literary Corpora: Oxford, King's, Burkethesefollow the tradition of the 1970sand 1980s
(see Section 3) by concentratingon (major)
literary works and aiming at literary research;
(ii) Specialized Corpora: IBM, Alexa, Tennis,
Stephany,ECl-consisting of a seriesof electronic databases, ranging from dictionaries
(IBM) to Greek data within larger collections
(ECI), with a specializedinterest;
(iii) General Written Corpora: GREVOC, CTI,
ILSP, Wl-C-large collectionsof written texts,
mainly from newspapers,including journals,
officialdocuments(EC, court cases,wills), academic papers,and literature;
(iv) General Spoken Corpora: only two projects
concentrating on spoken data are reported:
King, Georgakopoulou-with emphasison linguistic analysis.
The periodcoveredby the textsis broad:the emphasis
is on the last three decades,but literary corpora go as
far back as Medieval Greek (from the twelfth century
onwards)and WLC includessomeAncient Greek texts
from around 800 sc. CTI focusedon a limited period
(July-September,1990).
For all thesecorpora, the texts were mainly entered
by keyboarding, but a lot were also acquired from
publishers in machine-readableform. Corpora with
spokendata usedpersonalrecordingsfrom observation
(Stephany,Georgakopoulou)
or from the radio (King).
Literary corpora used standardprinted editions, along
with keyboardingfrom microfilm and original manuscripts.
With regard to the size, three categoriescan be
established:

In order to try to get a completeand up-to-datepicture
of current work, we designedand distributed a ques-

(i) small corpora: lessthan 1 Mb-because of the
nature of the data or the purpose for which it
wasassembled:
Alexa, Tennis,ECI, Georgakopoulou, King, Burke (800Kb);
(ii) medium-sizedcorpora: with more than 1 Mb:
Stephany,Oxford, King's, IBM;
(iii) large corpora: over 3 Mb: CTI (3.5Mb), ILSP
(5+5.2 million words), WLC (8-10 million
words),GREVOC (11.5Mb).
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Table 1 Current projects on Modern Greek electronic
corpora
SIZE

NAME

CONTENT

Oxford

Literary

3Mb

King's
College

Literary

Burke

PERIOD

H/WARE &
S/WARE

USE

VAX, PC
X-Writer

ct9-c20

literary
teaching

25000ls

VAX, Mac,
concord,
lemmat

cr2-cr6

lexicogr
literary

Literary

15000w
800Kb

Mac, Word

IBM CD

NLP
Lexicon

2.41\4b
compac

AIX,PC,VMI
emmat

Stephany

child
Speech

1 . 4M b

IBM,CLAN
(Childes)

70-72

psycho-ling

48 Kb

UNIX,PC

9t-92

NLP

Alexa

Ads

62-72

linguist
literary
NLP

multilin

Document

24000w

Tennis

Terms

8000 w

PC, concord

P.King

Spoken

46000w
300Kb

PC,
Locoscrpt

80-

linguist

Georgak.

Spoken

80 Kb

PC,
WordCraft

9l-

linguist

Press Docs

10.2mw

UNIX,PC,
concord

/)-

general
lexicogr
linguist

EC]

ISP

biling

87-92

colloc

wcL

GREVOC

CTI

1993

general
lexicogr
NLP

Press
Technic

8-l0m w

VAX,PC,
tagger pars€r

Press

l l.5Mb

UNIX, PC,
Mac,
concord

89-92

general
lexicogr
linguist

Press Docs

3.5Mb

PC, statistic

90

linguist
NLP

MLDA

76-88

4. Assessment and Gurrent Needs
The survey details given show that computer-based
projects in Greek have begun a respectabledevelopment. From an international perspectiveit may be
instructive to compare the amount of work done on
Modern Greek with that done on Swedish, with a
roughly comparable number of native speakers.For
Swedish, Gellerstam (1992) reports eighteen current
projects undertaken in the 1990salone, of which four
involve spokendata with a combinedcorpussizeof just
over 1,000,000words.
There are two major projectsaiming at the designof
a general corpus of MG (CTI and ILSP, currently ten
million words each, with plans for expansion).In both
cases,the bulk of the corpusis madeup of journalism,
official documentsand technicaltexts. Someliterature
and personalproseis alsoincluded.The smallercorpora
tend to be more restricted in terms of content range.
They are mainly singlegenrecollectionswhich concentrate on literature,specializedterminology,newspaper
texts or official documents.
The researchpurposesof corpus compilation vary
accordingto the content. The major areasof interest
relate to the text types collected:literary and linguistic
analysisarepredominant,andNLP, multilingualstudies
and lexicography(an area lagging behind in Modern
Greek studies)also feature centrally.
In the technicalspherea variety of systemsare used.
Literaryand LinguisticComputing,
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Hardware facilities mainly include IBM machinesand
compatibles,Apple Macs and Unix machines.One of
the central issuesof MG computerizedlinguistic researchis the Greek characterset. In certain casesa
latinizedtransliterationis used(ECI, Alexa. cf. Philippides' project). Most researchershowever have been
able to adhereto Greek characters,as most computer
and software manufacturersnow offer adapted hardware as well as applicationspackagesable to handle
Greek. It is becoming progressivelyeasier to import
and export Greek text files while preserving ofthographicand accentualfeatures.Processingof machinereadable modern Greek text is therefore a reducing
problem in technicalterms. This is in part due to the
advancesmade by projects working on Ancient and
Medieval Greek which share the same alphabet and
have thus had to face the same issues.However, the
area of optical characterrecognitionis still laggingfar
behind, although progressis being made.
Corpus processingsoftware is in most casescustomized. Programs available include monolingual and
parallel concordancers,part-of-speechtaggers, lemmatizers, programs to remove typesettingcommands
form, statisticalanalysis
from data in machine-readable
packages,etc. The developmentof parsersand collocation programsis under way. The generaltendencyin
the technicalarea is for the designof more varied and
sophisticatedtext-processingtools; however, lack of
communicationand sharingof expertisehasresultedin
duplication of effort in some casesand has seriously
delayedtechnicaladvancements.In many casescorpus
processingtasks are carried out manually or semiautomaticallywhen at the sametime the relevant software alreadyexists.There is also lack of awarenessof
thefactthat certainbasicprogramssuchasconcordancers
need not be designedfrom scratchas they are already
availablein the form of pre-written packages.
Moreover, issuesof standardizationhaveonly poorly
beenaddressed.Even thoughin most casescorpusdata
are made availableby researchersto other interested
parties,compatibilityis not guaranteed.This is a crucial
point with regard to the diachronicstudy of MG. One
way of facilitating interchangewould be if MG text
collections were compatible with the substantial
Ancient and Medieval Greek corpora which already
exist (seeSection1), but the problemis still someway
from solution.
With regard to plans for further development(see
Section 6), researchers'commentsmake it clear that
rapid promotion of corpusstudiesis a necessityand in
many casesa set goal. This involves enlargementof
corpora by the addition of more texts, broadeningof
the variety of text types or elimination of particular
genresin order to achievecontent balance.Systematization of the principlesfor text samplingis also considered.
The question of balance in the corpus has been a
concernfor a few respondents.ILSP have a long-term
goal of establishinga balancedcorpus with a view to
developing a monitor corpus along the lines of the
Bank of EnglishCorpus(Sinclair, 1987).Given this and
similar objectives,the most glaring omissionfrom such
corpora so far is any spokendata.
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This is a generalproblem with existingcorporain all
languages;in Sinclair'swords 'most corpora keep well
away from the problemsof spokenlanguage. .. and
this is most unfortunate' (199L,p. 15). Zampolli's recent survey of European languagecorpora (excluding
English) indicatesa gulf betweenquantitiesof written
and spoken material: only 5"h of.the total 365 million
words already collectedare from spokentexts (quoted
in Leech,I99l,p.2l). The gulf reportedabovebetween
proportion of spoken and written texts for Swedishis
bad enough; the overall position for Greek is evenless
well balanced.
5. Towards a Spoken Modern Greek Corpus
5.1 The Necessityfor a SpokenCorpus
As noted above, there is a gulf between spoken and
written corpora. The earliest known computer-held
corpusof spokenEnglishdatesfrom asrecentlyas 1963
(Sinclair et al., 1970). Spoken corpora have always
been more difficult to assemblethan written ones, because(i) the gatheringof the raw data is more complex,
and (ii) they have to be converted to some kind of
written form before any processingcan take place (see
Svartvik, 1991.,p. 556, for the problems). They are
likely in the future to lag even further behind corpora
of the written languagesimply becausemore and more
written text is now being produceddirectly in machinereadable form, while conversionof spoken data is no
quicker than before.
To compound the problem, it may not be easy to
agree on how the transcript should be encoded
(Edwards, 1992)in the first place, and decisionstaken
at this stagemay well pre-emptthe kind of analysisthat
can be done later. The argumentfor a spokencorpusin
any languagerestson the belief that spokenand written
forms of the languagediffer in certain significantways
(Biber, 1988;Halliday,1989)andthatthereis a linguistic
or pedagogicalpayoff (Svartvik, 199'1.,p. 560). The
usefulnessof spoken corpora has been extensively
argued on the basis that 'the spoken form of the
languageis a better guide to the fundamentalorganizationof the languagethan the written form' (Sinclair,
L99L, p. 16). It should be reflectedthat while most
language use is in the form of unscripted dialogue,
much of our knowledgeof languageis basedon prepared material.
Practicalapplicationsof spokencorpora to language
teaching and languagepedagogyare beginning to be
developed.One obviousvalueis in the largenumberof
learnersof English who could ultimately benefit from
an accessibledescription of the spoken language,
though Svartvik noted as recently as the 1991Georgetown conferencethat the London-Lund corpus had
servedas a basisfor descriptiverather than pedagogical
research. It may be felt that this reflects a natural
sequenceof operations, but in fact it is possible to
addresspedagogicalconcernsusefully with relatively
little processing[as is implicit throughout Johns and
King (1991), although most papersin this collection
report on the basis of written corpora]. There is no
doubt either that the range and scaleof the work on
English meansthat there are the resourcesand skills to
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undertake relatively many analyses in distinct areas of
grammar, discourse studies, intonation and so on.
For Greek, the basic arguments are the same.
However, because the range of resources that can be
brought to bear is several orders of magnitude smaller,
the question of prioritizing which way the corpus construction and exploitation goes is much more important.
The argument for developing a spoken corpus for
Modern Greek is moreover particularly strong if we
consider the almost total lack of linguistic work done so
far on the spoken language at any level beyond segmental phonology. A corpus of spoken Greek would
provide much-needed information which is not already
available and would emphasize spoken text as a body
of knowledge and an object of study in its own
right.
There are two specific points to be made for Greek,
however, one sociolinguistic and the other pedagogical.
The sociolinguistic argument is that by contrast with
most English-speaking countries, 'the culture of Modern
Greece is still to a larger extent an oral one . . . The
advent of the telephone, radio and teldvision in this
century has only served to consolidate the oral basis of
the culture. Their conversational style is likely to be
very different from their written.' (Mackridge, L985,
p. 338). Even where spoken language occurs in the
same situation, Greek may serve a different function,
as Sifianou's (1989) investigation of telephone behaviour in Greece and England points out.
Pedagogically, the number of learners is certainly
smaller, but as against this, it needs pointing out that
there is currently no database which could provide
unmediated evidence as to the nature of the spoken
language. Svartvik (L992) argues (with regard to
English) that real spoken data provides evidence of
difference in information structure in speech, in particular that the tone unit rather than the (much longer)
sentence is the basic information unit. and that one
useful activity among others for language learners is to
study minimally marked-up transcripts as a way of getting at the make-up of spoken English from the point of
view of real-time performance. In particular the recognition of preassembled chunks of language plays an
important part in raising awareness.
5.2 Developing a Spoken Corpus
The nature of a spoken corpus is very much a question
of what it is feasible to gather. Questions of design are
raised by Du Bois (1991), Edwards (1992) and others.
Considerations include: what you need to collect, what
it is feasible to collect (and any gap between these), and
questions of how much and what detail of phonological
features need to be transcribed. In addition, for Greek
there is the issue of standardization of encoding conventions.
With regard to the design, a broad range of spoken
text-types should be covered. Categories identified in
the Bank of English (COBUILD) Corpus (Renouf,
1984) or the London-Lund corpus (Svartvik , L992) will
be applicable to Greek in general terms. Some types
are expected to be more central and others less well
established.
The proposed general policy is to follow the Bank of
Li teraryand Li ngui sti cC omputi ng,V ol . 9, N o. 3, 1994

Table 2 Text-typesin Philip King's Corpus
RADIO RECORDINGS: TEXT TYPES
SPONTANEOUS

WRITTENTO BE READ

discussion programs

news

phone-ins

documentary

interviews

lecture

dj-chat

public service announcements

field reports
sports commentary

English example of 'clean' text (Sinclair, 1991), so that
in the first instance tagging and parsing would not constitute a problem. The first step is a broad'orthographically normalized' transcription. This follows from the
general purposes of the corpus and has the initial
advantages of minimizing the cost and time of transcription and maximizing its accessibility and readability
(Atkins et al., 1992). However, provision should be
made for comparability and adaptability; thus the first
layer of a broad transcription should be designed so as
to be easily adapted to a two-layered system like the
one used in the Corpus of Spoken American English
(Du Bois , l99I).
These principles have guided the design of the corpus
which one of us (Philip King) has begun to develop. At
present it consists almost entirely of radio broadcasts,
because these have been easiest to gather. Within this
text type, there hasbeen an attempt to maximizevariety.
The range is summarized in Table 2.
The basic distinction is between language which has
been written-to-be-spoken, and spontaneous speech
(cf. references above). The categories are set up for
convenience, but any radio program may move between them. For instance, a scripted news bulletin may
contain a recorded or live clip from a correspondent in
the field; a documentary may contain an unscripted
interview as an insert. and so on. While radio can
capture a variety of speech behaviour, it is not sufficient
to be able to claim representativeness of all types of
speech. In particular, informal conversation is going to
be poorly represented. However this requires much
more elaborate preparation to obtain, and on our resourcesis not feasible. The main drag on developments
is doing the transcription.
5.3 Applications and Implications for Further Research
Linguistically and sociolinguistically, a spoken corpus
will enable a beginning to be made on investigating the
nature of the orality claimed for Greek. It would thus
be expected to contribute to the enhancement and improvement of empirical research in Modern Greek.
A second area which a spoken corpus can feed into is
the teaching of Greek both as a first and as a foreign
language. First, it will cover the needs of lexicography-an area still lagging dramatically behind in
Greek-by providing texts which reflect current languageusageand facilitating the developmentof a descriptive dictionaryof Modern Greek. Second,itwillprovide a
substantialresourcefor extracting and studying authentic
languagedata either for presentation in the classroomor
for the preparation of teaching materials.
Literaryand LinguisticComputing,Vol. 9, No. 3, 1994

Of the two main types of text focused on above,
clearly the scripted texts do not serve as a model for
real-time production. They do, however, represent
valid listening-practice material. The spontaneous
types will have clear lessonsfor fluency and interaction
activities [see Johns and King (1991) for examples].
In general, we may also expect that, as has been the
casewith corpora already developedforotherlanguages,
a spoken corpus will provide a valuable resource for
computational linguists, translators, and sociolinguists.
It can be expected to steer analysis towards an empirical
approach, and stimulate research on issues of intonation, transcription, quantitative analysis, and the
writing-speech differences. It would also yield detailed
data on recent and current usage that would facilitate
discussionon the present state of diglossia in Greek.

6. A View to the Future
In summing up, Greek corpus development has come
some w&y, although it has been fragmented and with
little contact between corpus-based researchers. The
need for a spoken corpus has become more obvious as
this picture has begun to develop. Perspectives for the
future envisaged by respondents to our survey include
the following plans for development: (i) the extension
of existing corpora with the encoding of further data
(Stephany, Georgakopoulou, Alexa, Oxford, MGD,
King); (ii) the broadening of the types of data collected
to include literary texts in General corpora (GREVOC),
non-literary texts for Literary corpora (Burke), a wider
variety of media (CTI), aiming towards representativeness (WCL); (iii) changes in the design (ISLP); (iv)
development of software for automatic tagging, converting characters, parsing, concordancing and the
addition of TEI markup.
The idea of establishing a General Corpus attracted
the interest of all respondentsand there appearsto be a
distinct willingness to participate in such a project.
Areas of usefulness of such a General Corpus which
they stressed are, first, lexicography, followed by linguistic analysis, literary analysis and speech synthesis
(WCL), while teaching also received great emphasis
(King, GREVOC). Multilingual corpora were also
favoured (WCL, CTI, Alexa), although not by all
(GREVOC, Burke).
A most important common theme in the responsesto
the questionnaire was the need for cooperation and
sharing of information and software. It is hoped that
our paper by giving the current state of play across a
broad range of corpora will serve to bring researchers
into closer contact with each other and will thus be seen
as a contribution towards greater cooperation and
dissemination of information.
Appendix 1: The questionnaire used for the
survey
A. Corpus Profile
A1. By what nameis the corpusknown?
A2. Who compiledthe corpus?
A3. Where was it compiled?(Institution)
A4. Contact Address (Telephone,Fax, E-mail)
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A5. When did the compilation start'.
A6. What was the incentive for starting the compilation?
B. Computer Facilities and Software
B1. How are texts entered? (word-processor, text-editor,
typesetting tapes, optical scanning, other)
82. How is the corpus stored and in what format?
82.1. What computer facilities do you use? (IBM Personal
Computer or compatible, Apple Macintosh-workstationmainframe)
82.2. What software do you use for corpus processing?
(please specify item and function: word frequency, concordancing of selected items etc.)
82.3. Do you use ready-made or customized software?
B.2.4. If you use your own software, which programming
language do you use?
83. How do you handle the special problem of Greek characters?
- in input processing
- in screen output
- in printing
84. Do you have software for linguistic annotation (tagging,
parsing, lemmatization)?
If yes, specify
C. Text Details
Cl. How was the text acquired?
C2. How is the corpus organized?
C3. Can you give some details of the content?
C3.f. Written texts:
C3.1.1. What genres are included in your collection?
C3.1"2. What are the media of the original texts? (printed
book, periodical, manuscript, ephemera, other)
C3.f .3. Do you encode typographic and layout information?
If so, specify
C3.2. Spoken texts (transcriptions):
C3.2.1. What genres are included in your collection?
C3.2.2. What is the medium of the original source? (TV,
radio, telephone, direct: talk, conversation, other)
C3.2.3. Is the material spontaneous or not, surreptitious or
not?
C3.2.4. Do you encode information about speakers (e.g.
age, sex) or about the recording?
C3.2.5. What transcription system do you use? (phonetic,
phonological, enhanced orthographical, orthographical)
C4. What period do the texts in the corpus represent?
to from C5. What is the total amount of data stored in vour collection?
- in bytes
- in words
- in minutes of spoken text recording
C6. What use is made of the corpus? (specify, where appropriate)
- to build up a multifunctional linguistic corpus
- for lexicographic purposes
- for literary research
- for stylistic research
- for preparation of a scholarly edition
- for research in linguistics
- for research in language learning/teaching
- for commercial applications
- for natural language processing applications
- other
C7. Is it available to other interested parties?
If so, under what conditions?
D. Views and Perspectives:
Dl. Do you plan any changes in the composition of your
corpus?
D2. Are you planning to develop new text-handling software?
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D3. Are there any specializedareasof Modern Greek for
which a corpusapproachwould be particularlyuseful?
D4.1. What are your views on the developmentof a general
corpus of Modern Greek (such as the Brown Corpus of
English or the Birmingham English Corpus)?
D4.2. What would you considerto be the optimal sizeof it?
D5. Do you prefer a 'clean text' strategy(i.e. plain orthographicfiles)
as opposedto annotated,phonologicallycoded, parsedetc.
text?
D6. Do you think that multilingual corpora or corpora
containing'parallel texts' are needed?
D7. Do you have any other views on the developmentof
Modern Greek corpora and softwarefor processingthem?
E. Publications:
Pleaselist any publicationsthat you are aware of that were
basedon the electronictext vou describe
Appendix 2: Current proiects on Modern Greek
Gorpora:
Greekads.txt
Compiledby: Melina Alexa
Compiled afi UMIST, CCL
Sampling period: 1991,How transcribed: WP
Storagedetails: PC & workstation
Software tools: MTAS; TACT
Greek characters:transliteratedalphabet
Details of materiat; job classifiedads
Organization:one ad per text unit
Languagevariety: Non-fiction
Period of texts: 1991-1992
Size:48K; 11.025tokens (6328annotated)
Use of corpus: NLP applications
Availability: not yet
J. Burke's Corpus
Compiledby: J.B. Burke
Compiledat: University of Melbourne
Samplingperiod: 1990How transcribed:OCR (much hand-edited),Microsoft Word
Storagedetails: Apple Mac
Software tools: C. customized
Greek characters:difficulty in OCR; Mac characters
Details of material: Tachtsis To Trito Stefani, Ioannou
I Sarkofagos
Organization:in chunksof books (200K each)
Languagevariety: Literature
Period of texts: 1960-1972
Size:800K; 15,0(X)words
Useof corpus:linguisticand literary analysis
Availability: only for researchpurposes
Other: RTF encoding
CTI INTRALEX Project (Patras)
Compiledby: CTI Team (Dr D. Christodoulakis)
Compiledat: CTI Patras
Samplingperiod: July 1990How transcribed:text-editor
Storagedetails: IBM
Softwaretools: word frequency;trigram/digramanalysis;C,
C++
Greek characters:Greek page of MS-DOS @37);postscript
for printing
Detailsof material: newspaperarticles(incl. interviews,want
ads, advertisement),documentsof court cases,wills
Organization:thematic
Languagevariety: Non-fiction
Literaryand LinguisticComputing,Vol. 9, No. 3, 1994

Period of texts: July 199O-September L990
Size: 3.5 Mb
Use of corpus: linguistic research, teaching, NLP applications
Availability: unconditional
Other: developing automatic tagging software
ECI Corpus
Compiled by: ECI (D. McKelvie)
Compiled at: ECI (European Corpus Initiative)
Sampling period: current
Greek characters: latin characters
Details of material: the Greek version of the EC ESPRIT call
for research proposals
Language variety: Non-fiction
Sizez 24 000 w
Use of corpus: multilingual corpus for scientific research
Availability: public domain
Georgakopoulou's Corpus
Compiled by: Georgakopoulou, Alexandra
Compiled at: University of Edinburgh
Sampling period: 1991How transcribed: word-processor
Storage details: normal orthography
Software tools: WordCraft
Details of material: Intra-conversational narratives
Language variety: Spoken
Period of texts: 1991,Size: 80Kb
Use of corpus: linguistic; narrative analysis
GREVOC
Compiled by: Dr Bo-Lennart Eklund
Compiled at: University of Gothenburg
Sampling period: 1990191,How transcribed: from typesetting files
Storage details: UNIX, accessible on-line in 3 formats: international ASCII, IBM, Kadmos (AppleMac)
Software tools: 'Conc' 1.70beta, 'Transcribe' (for Mac); customized program in Turbo-Pascal (for IBM)
Greek characters: Hercules (PC); Kadmos (Mac)
Details of material: newspaper ('Eleftherotypia', 'To Vima tis
Kyriakis') and journal ('Diavazo') texts
Organization: integrated text concordance index
Language variety: Non-fiction
Period of texts: Dec 1989- Aug, 1992
Size: approx. 11.5 Mb (1.8 mil words)
Use of corpus: basis for general corpus, lexicography, linguistic research
Availability: accessible on-line
IBM Greek Dictionary
Compiled by: IBM Greece
Compiled at: IBM Greece, IBM Bathesda
Sampling period: 1987How transcribed: XEDIT editor on VM-OS
Storage details: Compacted & encrypted with IBM architecture; accessibleon DOS, Windows, OSl2, AIX, OS/400,
VM, MVS
Software tools: customized (in C)
Greek characters: IBM customized software; keyboard
remapper
Details of material: Basic word list with hyphenation,
morphological and synonym data and algorithmic hyphenation rules
Organization: N/A
Language variety: NLP lexicon
Sizez2.4Mb (compacted), 650,000 words (headwords)
Use of corpus: NLP applications
Literary and Linguistic Computing, Vol. 9, No. 3, 1994

Availability: by licencingagreementas part of NLP service
(contactIan Hersey)
ILSP Corpus
Compiledby: ILSP (plus partners)
Compiledat: ILSP, Athens
Sampling period: 1992How transcribed:typesettingtapes,OCR; cartridges
Storagedetails:various; ASCII files-IBM; UNIX
Software tools: concordancer, word-frequency count,
collocator-customizedsoftware
Greekcharacters:ELOT, ISO standards-specialdriversfor
keyboard
Detailsof material: printed books, periodicals,newspap€rs,
ephemera(LOGOS); CELEX database,official documents
(TRANSLEARN)
Organization: text type, languagetype, media (LOGOS);
text-tupe, sublanguage(TRANSLEARN)
Languagevariety: Non-fiction
Period of texts: 1975-(LOGOS);1987-92(TRANSLEARN)
Size:5 million words (LOGOS); 5.2 million words (TRANSLEARN)
Useof corpus:generalcorpus,linguistic,teaching,NLP applications,MT applications
Availability: only for research purposes (LOGOS), no
(TRANSLEARN)
Other: TRANSLEARN is part of the constructionof parallel
corpora in the framework of TRANSLEARN/LRE
Philip King's Corpus
Compiledby: Philip King
Compiledat: University of Birmingham
Sampling period: 1980How transcribed:Locoscript;normal orthography
Storagedetails:textfiles;ASCII files
Softwaretools: Locoscript;MicroConcord (OUP)
Greek characters:Locoscript
Detaitsof material:Radio scripted(news;documentaries)
and
phone-ins)
unscripted(discussions;
Organization:individual textfilesof eachprogram
Languagevariety: Spoken
Period of texts: 1980Size:23,000words (growing); 150Kb
Useof corpus:linguisticanalysis(by concordancing)
Availability: to be arranged
Medieval Greek Database
Compiledby: Dr R. Beaton
Compiledat: King's College,London
Samplingperiod: 1989How transcribed: WP
Storagedetails: Apple Mac
Softwaretools: OCP in VAX mainframe
Greek characters:SuperGreekwith Word 4 convertible to
ASCII
Detailsof material: DigenesAkrites (2 versions),Livistros &
Rodarnni(5 versions)
Organization:plain text with line nos, lemmatizedconcordLanguagevariety: Literature
Period of texts: 12th-16th C.
Size:approx 25,000lines
Use of corpus: lexicography,literary and stylistic research,
preparationof scholarlyedition
Availability: not yet (contactR. Beaton)
Other: two more verseromancesto be added
MLDA Greek Corpus
Compiledby: ProfessorW. Paprott6
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Compiled at: University of Mi.inster
Sampling period: 1984How transcribed: WP, typesetting files
Software tools: WordCruncher, customized software
Greek characters: ISO 8879; ETL l6lcresun character sets
(for screen)
Period of texts: 1976-1988

Oxford Modern Greek Text Project
Compiled by: Dr Peter Mackridge
Compiled at: University of Oxford
Sampling period: 1992How transcribed: WP
Storage details: IBM-PC & VAX
Software tools: Micro-OCP & OCP; Chiwriter (adapted) for
text entering
Greek characters: Chiwriter fonts convertible to ASCII
Details of material: Poems of: D. Solomos, C.P. Cavafy, G.
Seferis (standard editions)
Organization: As in printed volumes (each on one disk)
Language variety: Literature
Period of texts: 19th and 20th C. (1820-1972)
Size: approx. 3Mb
Use of corpus: literary research, undergraduate teaching
Availability: perhaps in the future

Spontaneous Greek Child Speech
Compiled by: Ursula Stephany
Compiled at: Institut ftir Sprachwissenschaft, Universitiit zu
Koln
Sampling period: 1970
How transcribed: Microsoft Word 4.0
Storage details: IBM compatible
Software tools: CLAN programs of the CHILDES project
Greek characters: Latin chars
Details of material: Spontaneous children's speech
Organization: according to the CHAT format of the
CHILDES project
Language variety: Conversation
Period of texts: 1,970-1972
Size: 1,044,000 bytes (unformatted)
Use of corpus: language acquisition research
Availability: not yet
Other: Publication: Stephany, U. (in prep.). The Acquisition
of Greek. To appear in D.I. Slobin (ed.), The Crosslinguistic
Study of Language Acquisition. Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ. Vol.
4.

Tennis Corpus
Compiled by: Sclavounou Elsa (supervision Maurice Gross)
Compiled at: Aristotle University, Greece; Centre d' Etude
et de Recherche en Informatique Linguistique, Paris
Sampling period: May-July, 1992; Nov, 1992-Jan, 1993
How transcribed: DBase IV Filemaker: Excel 3.0 Windows
Storage details: IBM
Software tools: concordances
Greek characters: customized DOS program; Universal
Greek Math font (accentsstill a problem); AppleMac printer
Details of material: Greek tennis compound nouns with
French and English equivalents from press, television, tennis
manuals
Organization: records
Language variety: Terminology
Size: 8000 lexical entries, 40ffi records
Use of corpus: lexicography, linguistic research
Availability: to LADL, CERIL and researchers interested in
parallel corpora
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WCL Corpus of Modern Greek
Compiled by: WCL Language & Speech Research team
Compiled at: Wire Communications Lab, University of Patras
Sampling period: 1987How transcribed: word-processor
Storage details: VAX, PC
Software tools: customized (Fortran, C)
Greek characters: adapted by manufacturers (high ASCII)
Details of material: newspaper, EC official docs, literature,
academic (technical)
Organization: major categories; to be thematically structured
by source and subject
Language variety: Non-Fiction; Prose
Period of texts: (800 nc)-1993
Size: 8-10 million words
Use of corpus: to build general corpus, for lexicographic and
NLP applications (speech synthesis,tagging etc.)
Availability: accesson site after permission
Other: working towards representative corpus of MG

Note
This paper is a revised and updated version of one delivered at the ACH-ALLC
1993 Georgetown University
Conference.
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